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COMPLETE KITTEN CARE is your go-to guide for kittens information on kittens health, new kitten

care, and buying a kitten or adopting a stray or shelter kitten for your family. You&apos;ll learn all

the latest about raising a cat of your dreams, introducing a new kitten to the rest of your family, and

enjoy the award winning cute kitten pictures.Nationally known pet authority Amy Shojai&apos;s

award-winning book contains the latest cat behavior information and kitten care research, including

updated cat vaccinations guidelines, animal behavior advice, cat language tips and more. This

veritable "Kitten 101" is packed with all the must-know facts about cats and kitten facts

including:Choosing a kittenÂ Best kittens for adoptionÂ Kitten breeds and buying kittensÂ How to

train a kittenÂ Understand kitten behaviorÂ Fixing and preventing common kitten problemsÂ Toilet

training cats and litter training kittensÂ How to stop kitten biting and cat hissingÂ Understand cat

communication, cat body language and cat purrsÂ Cat breed guide with care considerations and

kitty personality typesÂ Introducing a kitten to a cat and/or a dogKittens food

considerationsÂ Grooming a cat or kittenÂ Kitten vaccinationsÂ Kitten parasites and cat

wormsÂ Kitten spay and neuterÂ Kitten first aidCat legends, myths, and fun factsÂ Plus a myriad of

UPDATED kitten and cat supply resources: the best kitten Websites, cat associations and feline

clubs, animal welfare organizations and feline foundations, recommended cat books and kitten

magazines, online kitten and cat products sourcesAmy Shojai is a certified animal behavior

consultant, a founder of the international Cat Writers&apos; Association, and appears as an expert

on Animal Planet&apos;s CATS 101 and DOGS 101. She is the author of 30+ award winning pet

care books, and also writes the critically acclaimed SEPTEMBER DAY pet-centric

thrillers.Categories include: kitten care, kitten health, kitten training, kitten breeds, kitten behavior,

kitten adoption, sick kitten, pet first aid, kitten love, cute kitten pictures, kitten stories
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I have only one problem with how-to books. I don't read them. I buy them. I just don't read them--or

instructions, or manuals, or recipes. And if there was one I didn't think I needed to buy or read,it was

one on cat care.I've had dozens of cats--weaned, unweaned, rescued half-dead, purchased from

breeders, easy-going lap-cats and neurotic curtain climbers. I've always been proud that in the end

my cats were sassy and long-lived. However, I recently purchased a Burmese kittenI brought him

home and planned to spend my Christmas break getting to know him. It did not go well. He

immediately darted under a bed and scrambled into a corner of the mattress frame. From there he

began a yowling heard throughout the house. The very sight of me sent him into a frenetic shelter

search. He was so scared and angry that he growled, yowled, and ate at the same time. By the end

of the first week, he was still yowling and I could only get near him if I lay on the floor half under the

bed for an hour with a tablespoon of tuna in my hand.I was ready to take him back where he came

from, if I could catch him, but I couldn't admit defeat. I finally broke down and bought Amy Shojai's

Complete Kitten Care, AND read it.Through Shojai's Complete Kitten Care, which is

straight-forward, well written, and covers absolutely everything you need to know about kittens,

explained everything I'd been doing wrong, and even why another way was better. I had people

traipsing in and out, adult cats were prowling about, and the little guy was absolutely lost in my three

story farm house. Ten days after I read it, my kitten was on my lap or on my shoulder, tangled in my

hair and purring.
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